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Across

4. Responses to your questions in four primary 

ways: by personal contact by phone, mail. or 

websites

7. Enter search terms and phrases, search those 

exact words in sereval of each record's field

13. Information you have collected has some 

relation to geographic location

14. Applicability to the problem is either proved 

or disproved explantions or solutions

15. Microblogging service that lets you send and 

read messages of up to 140 characters in length

17. Need investigate, determine subject areas 

you must look into solve the problem

20. Information you have to present has some 

time aspect, consider organizing it

23. Information relevant your particular business 

problem should consider following topics specific

25. Orderly and objective communcation of 

factual informatuion that serves a business 

purpose

26. Strongly associated for an undetermined 

reason

27. Way of people to organize, store, manage, 

search, and share their favorite Web resources

28. Submitting another person's published work 

as your own with properly crediting it

29. Reference when you write essays or other 

papers

30. Identify the subject matter to be covered-go 

step further-indicate subjects

Down

1. Known only to the participant

2. Respondents who represent the group as a 

whole as accurately as possible

3. Is a writing in the third person, with I, We, or 

You perspectives

5. Can be a useful technique for researching a 

business problem

6. Technique provides a scale showing the 

complete range of possible attitudes on a topic

8. One particular observation technique that 

can be used in business research

9. Measures of central tendency, disperion, 

ratios, and probabilty

10. Does not enable statistical analysis or the 

application of the findings to larger populations

11. Known only to the reseacher and participant

12. Limit their collections to one type or just a 

few types of material

16. Personal interview or convene, record the 

interactions, cannot rely on your memory

18. Information you need in secondary sources, 

firsthand through primary research

19. Order they should be in

21. Short constructions, frequently consisting of 

one or two words

22. Help you extact the information you need 

quickly and accurately 3 primary operators: AND, 

OR, and NOT

24. Online network of library content and 

services


